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ABSTRACT:
A data discovery and data dissemination protocol for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is liable for updating configuration parameters of, and also distributing management commands to the sensor nodes. All existing system which uses data discovery and dissemination protocols have two drawbacks. First drawback is, they are depend on the centralized approach; data items are distributed from only base station. This approach is not appropriate for multi-owner-multi-user Wireless Sensor Networks. Second drawback is, some protocols were not made with security in mind and that’s why attacker can easily launch attacks to mischief the network. This paper introduce concept of first secure and distributed data discovery and dissemination protocol is called as DiDrip protocol. DiDrip allows the network owners to authorize complex network users with distinct privileges to instantaneously and directly disseminate data items to the sensor nodes. It found a number of possible security issues that we have identified. According to security analysis show DiDrip is provably secure.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
A secure data discovery and data dissemination protocol for wireless sensor networks (WSNs) is responsible for updating configuration parameters and the distributing management commands to the sensor nodes. All existing data discovery and dissemination protocols preferable from the two drawbacks. First, they are based on the centralized approach; only the base station can distribute data items. This approach is not suitable for emergent multi-owner-multi-user WSNs. Second this protocols were not designed with security in mind and hence adversaries can easily launch attacks to harm to the network. This paper use the secure and distributed data discovery and dissemination protocol named DiDrip. It is allows the network owners to authorize multiple network users with different privileges to simultaneously and directly disseminating data items to the sensor nodes. Moreover, as demonstrated by our theoretical analysis, it addresses a number of possible security issues that we have identified. Extensive security analysis show DiDrip is provably secure.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY:
In this literature survey, multiple data discovery and dissemination security protocols [2], [3], [4], [5] have been used for WSNs. In That, DHV [2], DIP [4] and Drip [3] are used for security purpose in WSNs. This issue has only been addressed recently by which identifies the security issues of Drip and proposes an effective solution. In addition, the centralized approach is non-scalable, inefficient and vulnerable to security attacks that can be launched any- where along the communication path [3]. Even worse, some WSNs do not have any base station at all. Most existing research depends on the location information it is not always obtained easily, efficiently and accurately[1]. Multicast communication is becoming the basis of a growing number of applications. Therefore, securing multicast
communication is the strategic requirement for effective deployment of the large scale business multi party applications[1]. One of the main issue in the securing multicast communication is the source authentication service.

3. ARCHITECTURE:

This is more importantly, all existing data discovery and dissemination protocols employ the centralized approach in which, as shown in the Fig. 1, data items can only be disseminated by the base station. Unfortunately, this approach realized from single point of failure as dissemination is impossible when the base station is not functioning or when the connection between the node and a base station is broken. In addition, the centralized approach is inefficient, vulnerable, and non-scalable to attacks of security that can be launched anywhere along the communication path. For the data dissemination, networks is preferable to be carried out by authorized network users in a distributed manner. Additionally, distributed data discovery and dissemination is increasingly relevant matter in WSNs, especially in the emergent context of share sensor networks, where communication infrastructures from multiple owners will be shared by applications from multiple users. These networks are owned by multiple owners and used by various authorized third-party users. Moreover, it is expected that network owners and the different users may have different privileges of dissemination. In this context, distributed operation by networks owners and users with different privileges will be a crucial issue, for which efficient solutions are missing. Motivated by the above observations, this paper has the following main contributions:

1) Based on the design objectives, we propose DiDrip. It is the first distributed data discovery and dissemination protocol, which permits to the network owners and authorized users to disseminate data items into WSNs without relying on the base station.

2) Moreover, our extensive analysis demonstrates that DiDrip satisfies the security requirements of the protocols of its kind. We apply the security technique to formally prove the authenticity and integrity of the data items in DiDrip.

3) The performance of the DiDrip in practice by implementing the secure and distributed data discovery and dissemination protocol.

4. IMPLEMENTATION:

In our project we implement system which is secured and distributed WSN using didrip protocol. Here project divided into two main section that is software part and hardware part.

In software part we connect database through the wampserver phpmyadmin and also used net beans for creating web pages that is login registration.

Then hardware part is being coded in the eclipse which include mainly two main file mainframe.java and upload.java.
First we start net beans and run module or program and then start wampserver and go to phpmyadmin page. After that connect to hardware part through USB hardware part include Arduino board and Arduino board sensor is attached. Basically we used temperature sensor for our project to find out temperature. After attaching hardware part run the eclipse program that is mainframe java then object created and pass to the upload java and from there upload values of temperature. When run program window comes this window ask or shows option of start monitoring and then click on start monitoring after that go to the web browser and first register user with respective secure password and all information then after registration go to login page and login with respective password and username. After login user shows one option which is log. By click on log this shows temperature value along with date and time.

We are giving user security with respective password and each user there login under phpmyadmin. After minute time span the each user see the temperature value if temperature change then value is updated to user log.

**5. ADVANTAGES:**

1) User can send the data directly to the sensor nodes without using the base station.
2) Provide more security for data.
3) Increase packet delivery ratio.
6. RESULTS:

7. CONCLUSION:
In this paper, we have identified the security issues in the data discovery and dissemination when used in WSNs, which have not been addressed in previous research. Therefore in this paper, a secure and distributed data discovery and dissemination protocol named DiDrip used. Besides analyzing the security of DiDrip, this project has also reported the evaluation results of DiDrip in network of resource limited sensor nodes, which shows that DiDrip is feasible in practice. Thus, we consider how to ensure data confidentiality in the design of this paper. In this project we avoid the centralized approach for distributing the data. It recovers the two drawbacks of existing system one is base station replaced by multi-owner and multi-user. Second is it provides authorization according to privilege.
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